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Abstract: The Morphological analyser & generator (MAG) plays an important Natural LanguageProcessing application and 
are compulsory apparatuses in Machine Translation.  In the work proposed, MAG for Kannada language were created utilizing 
rule based just as factual methodology by fusing morphological data and characteristics of the language. The classification of 

words into various paradigms dependent on their inflections and orthographic changes, structuring the morphological 
framework, rule and corpus creations are the primary difficulties in the advancement of generator.The MAG tool is constructed 

for Kannada texts using machine learning strategies and produced theoutcomes using numerouskinds of eight input data sets. 
The validation of GUIs and processing of tool is carried out and the snapshots along with the tabulated and graphical 
performance analysis are published in the work. 
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1. Introduction  

The NLP-Natural Language Processing is a field dealing with the computational aspects of the human 

language. The aim of Natural Language Processing is to break down & comprehend common dialects utilized by 

people & decode linguistic data to rules or portrayal of various types. The MLsystems have accomplished a major 

advantage overcomplicated linguistic language structure. NLP has advancement dramatically, using measurable 

strategies prepared on enormous labelled corpora. Factual labelling approaches can handle intrinsic uncertainty 

issue by appointing a likelihood to every term. Another drawback of factual calculations is that they needa large 

amount of explained training information.  

For an agglutinative language like Kannada, improving a morphological analyser & generator for a broad 

range of word forms is a difficult task. The aim of the usage was to consolidate increasingly linguistic data in 

Kannada language as well as better semantic highlights, in order to address the morphological problem more 

effectively. Performance of the factual methodology relies upon enormous measured adjusted bilingual corpora of 

a wide range of word classifications. On the hand the exhibition of the standard methodology based with respect 

to a wide range of basic and complex semantic guidelines, so as to cover a broad range of term structures. By 

adding more guidelines and testing against an ever-increasing number of various kinds of lexicon words, the 

output of the developedrule-basedsystemmay be dramatically improved. Then again, presentation of factual 

methodology may be enhancedthrough expanding the size of the corpus to include other word classes such as 

adverb, pronoun, noun and so forth. The Morphological analyser depends on paradigm to become familiar with 

the action word types of Kannada language by fusing machine learning methodologies. 

The work is to build up a framework which can distinguish Kannada words, examine different highlights of 

that word and create word for a given arrangement of highlights with the assistance of Machine Learning 

procedures utilizing SVM calculation with better prescient exactness.  

The accessible morphological analysers for Kannada dialect follow stemming dependent, corpus dependent 

and paradigm-dependent methodologies. The corpus dependent methodology has the burden that the huge volume 

of information should be prepared. The stemming dependent methodology follows the procedure of isolating the 

word to its relating stems and the addition or prefix and afterward process this. To break down a word it must 

have the relating stems in its word reference. This methodology might effectively dissect standard words yet it 

can't break down sporadic words. The paradigm characterizes all the word types of a given stem and furthermore 

gives an element structure each word structure. 

Over the most recent two decades, there has been an upset in the improvement of Indian characteristic 

language processing. Despite the fact that Kannada is a language wealthy in literature, its assets are poor when 

seen through the crystal of computational phonetics [3]. Kannada is an exceptionally agglutinative and 

morphologically rich dialect. Syntactic and semantic fluctuation makes the issue a lot harder for making very 

much fledged computational phonetic instruments and MT framework for Kannada language.The effect of the 

data innovation on NLP research has altered the method of how language was examined and comprehended. The 
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focal objective of this exploration work is to build up a standard based MT framework for English to Kannada 

language by incorporating various modules and different computational phonetic devices. 

Machine Transliteration - English to Kannada:The linguistic interpretation from the local language 

(English) to unknown dialect (Kannada) is characterized as machine transliteration. English to Kannada Machine 

Transliteration device interprets specialized terms and legitimate names, for example, individual, area and 

association names from English language into Kannada language with inexact phonetic reciprocals. An English 

named element word can be converted into a few potential objective words and the transliteration plans to yield 

the specific objective word dependent on the way to express the objective language. For instance, the individual 

named "Akaar" could be converted into various objective Kannada words as demonstrated as follows: 

AkAr (ಆಕಾರ್ )→ right Pronunciation 

akAr (ಅಕಾರ್) 

Akar (ಆಕರ್) 

akar (ಅಕರ್) 

Tagging of Parts of Speech:  The tagging of POS- Part of discourse is the way toward doling out the 

grammatical form tag or other lexical class marker to every single word in a sentence. For instance, the 

contribution to the POS tagger is a Kannada sentence "ರಾಜುಕಲ್ಲನ್ುುಎಸೆದನ್ು". The tagger labels every single word in 

the given sentence input dependent on the proposed tagset by comprehending various ambiguities as demonstrated 

as follows.  

ರಾಜು<NNP>ಕಲ್ಲನ್ುು<NN>ಎಸೆದನ್ು<VF>. <DOT> 

Kannada-MAG-Morphological Analyser and Generator: Kannada morphological analyserhas the ability to 

recover all morphemes & their syntactic groups associated with a particular Kannada word structure as shown 

below: 

Input:      ಆಸೆಗಳು(AsegaLu)  

Output:   ಆಸೆ + ಗಳು(Ase+gaLu)  

Input:   ಹೆ ೋರಾಡುತ ತೆೋನೆ(hOraduttEne) 

Output: ಹೆ ೋರಾಡು+ಉತ್ತತ+ಏನೆ 

(hOradu+utt+Ene) 

Then again, the capacity of morphological generator is simply converse of that analyser. The morphological 

generator will create the particular word form of that word for a given root word&linguistic information.  

Syntactic Analysing for Sentence in Kannada:  A syntactic parser instrument perceives a sentence in 

Kannada and doles out a syntactic structure to it. For instance, the contribution to the syntactic parser is a sentence 

in Kannada, ರಾಜುಕಲ್ಲನ್ುುಎಸೆದನ್ು. ‟ Raju tossed the stone”. The syntactic parser perceives the sentence by 

illuminating lexical and connection ambiguities and doles out a syntactic structure to it as a parse tree as appeared 

in Fig.1 
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Fig. 1:The Syntactic structure analysing kannada sentence 

The MT for English to Kannada is the use of PCs to the assignment of deciphering writings from English to 

Kannada language. For instance, for the information English sentence "Rama tossed the stone", the MT 

framework must deliver the proportional Kannada sentence as "ರಾಜುಕಲ್ಲನ್ುುಎಸೆದನ್ು". 

The Machine Translation is the utilization of PCs to the undertaking of deciphering writings starting with one 

common language then onto the next. MT is the one of the soonest application, that uses different degrees of NLP 

running from the "word-based‟ way to deal with applications that incorporate more significant levels of 

examination. 

By and large, the NLP methodologies are sorted in various categories: statistical, symbolic, connectionist and 

hybrid. The initial two methodologies have existed together since from the earliest starting point of NLP. In 1960, 

connectionist methodology was presented in NLP and has created barely any frameworks dependent on this 

methodology. There after the methodologies like symbolic ruled the NLP field for quite a while. Because of the 

accessibility of basic computational assets and the need to manage wide, genuine settings, the factual 

methodologies recaptured its prevalence in the year 1980. Simultaneously connectionist approaches additionally 

recouped by showing the utility of neural systems in NLP. 

Machine Learning:  The Machine learning manages methods that permit PCs naturally figure out how to 

make exact forecasts dependent on past perceptions. The significant focal point of ML is to extricate data from 

information consequently, by computational and factual strategies. The ML strategies are being utilized for 

understanding numerous errands of NLP. They incorporate discourse acknowledgment, report classification, 

record division, grammatical feature labelling, and word-sense disambiguation, named substance 

acknowledgment, MT, parsing and transliteration.  

The supervised learning is a programmed realizing, which centres around displaying input/yield connections. 

The objective of managed or supervised learning is to recognize an ideal practical mapping between the incoming 

info P, portraying the incoming design, to the yield variable, that is, a class name Q to such an extent that Q = 

f(P), that is exclusively founded on an example of perceptions of the estimations of the incoming factors P. An 

incoming pattern is depicted by its highlights. These are the qualities of the models for a given issue. The yield of 

the function could be a persistent worth called regression or could anticipate a class mark of the incoming object 

termed classifications. 

The SVM- Support Vector Machine describes another way to deal with supervised example classification that 

has been effectively applied to a wide scope of pattern recognition issues. The SVM as supervised ML 

methodology is alluring in light of the fact that it has an incredibly very much evolved learning hypothesis, factual 

learning hypothesis. The SVM depends on solid scientific establishments and results in basic yet exceptionally 

powerful calculations. 

The SVM is one of the world’s top supervised ML approach, that has accomplished best in class execution on 

many learning assignments. SVM is effectively utilized for explaining a few NLP assignments for both outside 

and Indian dialects. Specifically, numerous NLP issues in Malayalam, Telugu and Tamil dialects are understood 

utilizing SVM device productively than some other administered ML approaches. Each of these dialects just as 
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Kannada have a place with south Dravidian language class and they take after linguistically and semantically from 

various perspectives. This is the principle reason behind picking SVM for finding solutions to Kannada NLP 

assignments. 

2. Related Works  

Taking a gander at the situation of Indian Languages, we have a few associations inside and outside the nation 

truly occupied with innovative work in computational semantics and NLP.  

As a rule, there are a few methodologies endeavoured for creating morphological analyser and Generator 

overall [1] [2] [3] [4]. Researchers introduceda two-level morphology approach decade ago, where he tried this 

formula for Finnish language [5], in two layered representations.Beesleycreated an Arabic limited state transducer 

for MA in 1996using a Xerox limited state transducer (XFST) [6]. If there should be an occurrence of Indian 

dialects, the researchers built up a morphological analyser on the basis of limited state automata for Tamil dialect 

[7]. In the past, small works have been undertaken in computational part of Kannada dialect.  The author proposed 

"System and Process Model" [8] that describes just inflectional morphology. The researchers in IIITH have 

accomplished few works in regard of Kannada Morphology, however the methodology is paradigm such as the 

lists based on suffixes. 

The framework’s execution is limited by volume of the word references & derivational morphology is ignored. 

Limited state procedure is crucial instrument in the execution of morphology for normal language [9] [10]. The 

grammatical form tagger for Indian dialects utilizing ML approaches are illustrated in [11] [12] [13]. Authors 

Leech and Wilson [14] suggested an idea with regard to various levelled label set that is standard rules of 

EAGLES, which we have adoptedwithout any modifications for the development of our progressive label set for 

Kannada. 

The MA depends on 2data wellsprings: A word reference of legitimate lemmas of a dialect and plenty of 

rules& regulations for enunciation taking care of. To cover part of formal person, place or thing, the creation 

happened for a standard based NER as a feature of the annotator system. Since the last decade, NLP researchers 

have paid more attention to Named Entity Recognition [15], [16] [17]. The analyst in [18] proposed ML 

approaches for NER, and one more scientist in [19] proposes distinctive blend of ML methods for Hindi dialect. 

Fundamental examinations demonstrate thatMA & word references are deficient &blemished and require 

considerable upgrades for developing a decent Annotation framework. The computational part of Kannada 

receives very little attention. The creator of "System and Process Model" [20], have accomplished few workswith 

regard to Kannada Morphology. Our comment framework consists of 5 significant modules such as label set, MA, 

Named Entity Recognition & word reference. Kannada language is notinvestigated computationally. This 

situationhas also convinced us to proceed in this direction.The authors Vikram and Shalini built up a model of 

morphological analyser for Kannada language in view of Finite State Machine [21]. This is only a model 

dependent on Finite state machines and can all the while fill in as a stemmer, grammatical feature tagger and spell 

checker. The presented morphological analyser device doesn't deal with compound arrangement morphology and 

can deal with a limited count of particular things and action words. 

The specialists likewise proposed a technique for building solution for Verb Phrase& Noun Phrase 

understanding in Kannada dialectphrases utilizing CFG [22]. The systemparses the CFG using Recursive Descent 

Parser which recognizes the syntactic correctness of a given sentence based on the Verb & Noun understanding. 

Around 200 sample sentences were used to test the structure. As stated in [23] the scientists worked on creating a 

MA&generators for South Dravidian languages in the year 2010. The MORPH-A system & procedure model for 

Kannada morphological age/examination was developed and the presentation of the framework is 60 to 70% on 

general writings [24]. 

3. Development Of Morphological Generator 

Agglutination of Kannada Language 

Agglutination is one of themost significant & fundamental feature of Kannada language. It’s difficult to set 

word limits in this language because of its deeply agglutinating feature& morphophonemic variations that occur 

for the purpose of agglutination. Example,Take the source of action word "ಕೆಲ್ಸಮಾಡಿಕೆ ೊಂಡಿದದವನ್"(kelasa 

mAdikoMDiddavana), that is, “the one who was working". The diverse important pieces of this word are as per 

the following: 

ಕೆಲ್ಸಮಾಡು +ಇ+ ಕೆ ಳುು+ ಂೊಂಡ್ + ಉ+ ಇರು+ ದ್ದದ+ ಅ+ ಅವನ್ು+ ಅ 

kelasa mAdu + i + koLLu + MD + u + iru + dd + a   + avanu + a  

Root + VBP + AUXV + PST + VBP +AUXV + PST + RP + PRON-3SM + ACC  
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Words illustrated above consists of 10 important sets, in that two Verbal Participle (VBP), one root word 

(Root), two Past Tense Markers (PST), two Auxiliary Verbs (AUXV), one accusative (ACC), one Pronoun 

(PRON-3SM) and one Relative Participle (RP). 

To be precise, there are 3 types of Kannada words: i) naamapada (Nouns) ii) kriyaapada (Verbs) and iii) 

avyaya (Uninflected words). The Kannada language has three genders: neuter, feminine & masculine. Naamapada 

and kriyaapada have two kinds of words i.e.singular as well as plural words. No particular distinctive marker is 

included in the singular words. 

Plural marker is as a rule "gaLu", still there are some exemptions such as: Masculine noun like“huDuga” 

finishing with "an"&few feminine things such as heMgasufinishing with ‘u’contain plural "aru”. The feminine 

words that end in 'i’ such as “huDugi" or 'e' such as “ate”are pluralized with "yaru". Similarly,when it comes to 

family relationship wordslike “aNNa”, the plural is frequently "aMdiru". There are a few items thathave irregular 

plurals, such as, "makkaLu" which is the plural of noun word "magu". 

Suffixes of Noun & Characteristics in a variety of cases  

In Kannada language, the case structure is similar to the other south Dravidian dialects like Malayalam, Telugu 

and Tamil. The most common ending for noun words arein a consonant or in a, e, i, u. Different additions are 

done to the noun stems for demonstratingnumerous connections among noun &sentence’s constituents. Various 

types of suffixes are usedfor a specific case, in view of kind of nouns&the finishing character. Example, "dative" 

form trademark addition is chosen by accompanying standards as demonstrated in Table 1., which illustrates the 

various examples for the noun types along with dative suffixes and dative forms. 

 

Table 1: Noun types and Characteristics suffixes for 

Dative Case 

The Infinitive  

Infinitive is indeed a non-limited type of action words that appears in conjunction withother action words 

(verbs), negative morphemes, helper action words (auxiliary verbs)& few different structures. Kannada has two 

kinds of infinitives that is "ಓಕೆೆ" (Okke) and "ಅಲ್" (al). Both of these are joined to the action word root to create 

other word shapes as appeared in Table 2, which illustrates how the infinitive works. 

 

Table 2: Illustration with example for the Infinitive 

4. Mag Using Machine Learning Approach  

The proposed Morphological Generator is produced using Machine Learning approaches. This area portrays 

the different endeavours needed for making the suggested rule on the basis of MAG framework. The 

accompanying datais required for assembling a morphological analyser and generator.The Lexicon, also called as 

vocabulary, the rundown of stems and affixes along with essential information related to them such as verb stem, 

noun stem, and so forth. The Morpho tactics is the morpheme model requesting the clarifies which classes of 

morphemes may follow different classes of morphemes within a single word. For example, standard Kannada 

plural morphemes comes after the stem connected to noun as opposed to going before it. 

The proposed morphological generator model is constructed utilizing supervised ML methodology utilizing the 

well-known classifications and regressions tool termed SVM. This particular methodology contains the training of 
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corpus that comprises of sets of incoming objects and the ideal yield. By and large, in morphological examination 

process, an unpredictable word structure is changed into roots and suffixes. On account of ML method every 

guidelinesinvolving complicatedrules for spelling are additionally taken care of by the tasks classified. ML moves 

toward needs just corpora with linguistically data and any hand coded morphological rules are not required. 

Linguistically or morphological rules are omitted from the commented on corpora. With regards to the proposed 

strategy, sequence marking is utilized to adjust the equal corpus and morphological examination issue is changed 

over into classification issue utilizing ML methodology. 

The exhibition of the morphological analyser incredibly relies upon the adjusted morphological corpora that 

ought to be enormous, delegate & acceptable quality. Series of stages engaged with corpus improvement is 

demonstrated in Figure 2. The Support Vector Machine bolster only the Roman symbol code, yet Dravidian 

dialectslike Kannada doesn't support this format of code and bolster just Unicode symbol. Mapping documents 

were made and utilized to outline Unicode to Roman and the other way around. The Romanized adjusted input-

yield information corpus, consisting of most regularly utilized action words, chose from all action word standards 

was made physically. 

This segmentation's step includes four unique stages: grapheme division, parting syllable, representation and 

categorization of Vowel and Consonant. Every Romanized word in the corpora is divided into Kannada grapheme 

in the main stage. In the next stage, these graphemes are divided into syllables of vowels & consonants. The 

vowels &consonants markers – “V” &- “C” are applied to the brokenvowel &consonant syllable separately in the 

next stage. Character "*" is utilized for showing the morpheme limits of the yield data. There are existing 

methodologies which we utilized to contrast our frameworks. The primary methodology is called corpus based 

methodology where a huge estimated all around created corpus is needed for training, utilizing the ML 

calculations. 

 

Fig. 2: Numerous steps involved in corpus development 

The presentation of the framework will rely upon the size as well as element of the corpus. The challenge is 

that constructing a corpus is a time-consuming process. Then again, rule dependent methodologies are based with 

respect to a lot of decides and word reference that contains roots and morphemes. In rule dependent 

methodologies each standard depends with respect to the past principle. So in the event that one principle fizzles, 

it will influence the various standards that tail it. At the point when a word is given as a contribution to the 

morphological analyser and in the event that the relating morphemes are absent in the word reference, at that point 

the standard based framework comes up short.  

In the proposed framework, the framework takes data from pictures/message and create Unicode for that 

Kannada picture. Morphological analyser issue is reclassified as characterization issue and understood utilizing 

ML system. This is a corpus dependent technique in which Support Vector Machine calculations are used training 

and testing. The performance of the framework is additionally contrasted and different frameworks created 

utilizing a similar corpus and results demonstrated that SVM based methodology beats the other. The stepwise 

representation of development of Morphological generator is shown in Fig.3 In this figure, after Romanization and 

segmentation, the next stage is Alignment and Mapping which uses the succession marking approaches the 
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sectioned input- yield words which were adjusted vertically and subsequently as fragments with space between 

them. 

 

Figure 3: Block Diagram showing Morphological Generator development stages 

While we map inputs and yield information terms, problem of confounding may occur either because the 

information units are larger or smaller than the yield units. Pre-handled parallel system consists of grouping of 

information characters and their corresponding yield names. Parallel corpus comprises more than 300,000 words 

which were prepared utilizing SVMT learning device & MA model named Model-I was created.  

Model-I was used for breaking down & recognize various morphemes associated with input testing words 

given. As a result,a new model known as model-II was created for assigning syntactic classes to every word 

morpheme and this model was created by grouping morphemes and their linguistic categories. The following is 

the working rule:The prepared Model-I receives the testing input terms. Every mark to the information section is 

predicted by the prepared Model-I. The divided morphemes are then given to the prepared model-II in the next 

stage. For the given input terms, itforecasts syntactic classifications for the portioned morphemes. 

The Morphological Analyser is created as computer application, where, at the point when client clicks 

Analyser button, the Morphological Analyser module peruses the recognized word and divide the given term to 

part morphemes & appointing correct morpho-syntactic information. Consider Example of giving input word as 

"Anegalu”, The yield of Morphological Analyser module is given as: Stem/Root: "Ane", Number: Plural, Case: 

Nominative, Gender: neuter.  The working algorithm is devised in the form of steps given below: 

Step1: Models are provided with training sets with comparing bunch vector and do the classification of test 

sets utilizing a SVM classifier. 

Step2: Construct models  

Step3: Vectorised instruction that binarizes Group in which 1 is the present class and 0 is all different classes  

Step4: Perform the classification of test cases. 

The another module of the built application, Morphological Generator works as follows:  

At the point when client clicks Generator button, the Morphological Generator gets base expression of a thing, 

morphological highlights like case, gender, and number as contribution from the client, and afterward, it gives the 

genuine word as an output. Consider an example, input: (book), "pustaka"[base], [Case] Nominative, [Number] 

Plural, [Gender] Neuter, the yield is: "pustakagaLu" [w]. The corresponding algorithmic representation is given 

below:  

Reason: To create a word for given base and morphological component.  
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Info: morphological element for a word, for example, Gender, Case, Base and Number  

Yield: Word w.  

Steps:  

• Extract gender, case, number from classification code  

• Derive stem from base utilizing code for modifier  

• If (discovered) at that point return (suffix that is comparing to morphological component)  

• Do concatenation of stem with postfix to shape w. 

5. Experimentation And Result Analysis 

The development of MAG is a difficult errand for a wide range of word structures. The created rule-based 

MAG is fit for dissecting and producing a rundown of more than thirty thousand nouns, around 4,000 action 

words and a moderately littler list of adjectives. Theability of the produced MAG to generate and analyse 

causative, transitive, and tense structures apart from auxiliaries, disconnected developments and verbal items in its 

distinguishing feature. 

Tool, Morphological analyser and generator for nouns of Kannada is made using the best strategies of ML. 

The examination and generation issues are re-framed as issues of classifications. The system relies upon 

progression stamping and planning by piece strategy which gets the nonlinear associations of the morphological 

features from getting ready data tests in predominant and less troublesome way. Use is anticipated to meld 

progressively linguistic information of Kannada dialect with incredible conceptual features, that deals with 

morphological problem even more satisfactorily. 

Constructed MAG is prepared for separating and delivering thousands of nouns. Similarly, the exactness of the 

rendered MAG could be improved by comparing it to consistently increasing number of different types of word 

comparisons. We started the research work as an application development projectby setting up the runtime 

requirements for working in MATLAB 2016b in windows system. This made it easy for us to carry out the 

calculations &create the required user interfaces. Kannada applicationis used everywhere we need to sort terms in 

kannada dialect.  

Input information collections chosen for evaluating constructed application assumes the critical job in 

acquiring the proficiency of apps. Input data in the form of text& pictures is catch archives, obtained 

fromorganizers or informationstructure on the consoles. The system advancement is used to conduct the emphasis-

based evaluation.Correlations of the yield delivered by machines with anticipated yield are used to evaluate the 

analysis tool. Structures that are not needed as well as words that are incorrectly pronounced are 

removed&reconnection is rendered as per the to thestem classificationpractises. Testing of the application is 

important to understand the validation and verification of the works done. The input data sets opted for validating 

the system developed makes major role in obtaining the application’s efficiency. The inputs are obtained from 

various means, such as by capturing the kannada docs, by browsing the kannada docs locally, by typing texts 

using keyboards. The Table 3, shows the results of validation for few test cases for developed MAG using SVM. 

The results illustrate that the expected output is predicted correctly. 

 

Table 3: Validation results of MAG 
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The diagrams from Figure 4 to Figure 10 shows the snapshots of GUIs&usage of MA& Generator function.  

 

Figure 4: Screenshot-1 usage of MA& Generator tool 

 

Fig. 5: Screenshot-2 Generator tool &Morphological Analyserusage 

 

Figure 6: 3rd screenshot of usage of MA&Generator method 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot-4 of MA& Generator method 
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Figure 8: Screenshot-5 of MA& Generator technique 

 

Figure 9: Screenshot6- Generator tool &Morphological Analyserusage 

Figure 10: Snapshot7 Usage of MA& Generator technique

 

Multi SVM algorithm classified the Kannada noun wordssuccessfully. The major number of misclassifications 

is reduced for analyser as well the generator. Accuracy is achieved to the maximum possible rate, making use of 

the SVM strategies, by using minimal rules for both training the input sets as well getting the outputs. 

The behaviours of the eight different input data sets which were used in our previous publication is tabulated in 

Table-4, Which includes the number of words in the input data groups, quantity of unanalysed terms andwhich are 

inserted in lexicon.  The graphs illustrated in Fig.11 and Fig.12, gives the analysis of words which are unanalysed 

and inserted in to lexicons, and the number of words which are inflectional versus non inflectional. 

 

Table 4. Performance of Insertion of lexicons of unanalysed Words into MAG 
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Figure 11: Graphical analysis of No. words unanalysed, inflectional and Non-inflectional 

 

Fig. 12: Graphical analysis of No. of words unanalysed, Non-kannada and unanalysed inserted in to lexicon 

The evaluation of inclusion of lexical subtleties of unanalysed words into Kannada monolingual lexicon unit is 

determined as far as number of unanalysed words from MAG are embedded into lexicon. The subtleties of 

unanalysable words like inflectional, non-inflectional and remote words are appeared in Table-4. After inclusion 

of unanalysed words into lexicon, execution of MAG is improved. It is seen from the Tabulation and analysis that, 

performance of MAG has been expanded well, after addition of lexical subtleties of unanalysed Kannada words 

into lexicons. 

The F-measure, accuracy, precision& recall are all measures as a part of the MAG’s performance assessment 

using the below formulae.  

Accuracy for Normalizer = NWt / NWi * 100  

Accuracy for Morphological Stemmer = NWs / NWu *100  

Precision = TPR/ (TPR + FPR) *100  

Recall = TPR / (TPR +FNR) * 100 

F_measure = 2 * Precision * Recall / (Precision + Recall) * 100 

Where: 

NWi - Number of words input 

NWs - Number of stemmed words correctly 
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NWu - Number of words unique inflectional 

NWt - Number of tokenized words correctly 

TPR - True Positive Rate (Number of words analysed correctly) 

FNR - False Negative Rate (Number of words unanalysed) 

FPR - False Positive Rate (Number of words analysed incorrectly) 

Tabulation of results for the 8 input sets, which computes F-measure, recall and accuracy rates based on the 

quantity of words rightly analysed, wrongly analysed and which are unanalysed, given in the Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Performance evaluation of MAG after Insertion of Unanalysed Words into the Lexicon 

 

Fig. 13: Graphical analysis of MAG performance, after Insertion of Unanalysed Words into the Lexicon 

Figure 13 demonstrates the graphical representation of tabulated outcomes. Precision posted the highest value 

(98.59%) for input data set#7 &lower value (89.28%) for input data set#4. Maximum of (99.57%) for input data 

set#1 & least value (97.77%) for input data set#4 is reported by Recall. The F_measure recorded amaximumof 

(98.96%) for input data set#7, least value of (93.33%) for input data set#4.   

6. Conclusions 

The Morphological Analyser and Generator tool is developed is having capacity of analysing and generating a 

record of thousands of kannada texts. The maximum required accuracy has been reached by using ML approaches. 

The results are achieved by using less number of rules for training input data sets as well to obtain the results. The 

developed module is reliable enough to predict many of the kannada texts from the input set.The precision of 

MAG produced could also be improved by testing it against as many different types ofword lexicons as possible..  
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